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ENGLISH
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 SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Knife blades are dangerous. Please handle your knives with 
care. This device is not suitable for children or people with  
physical, sensory or mental disabilities. The Rolling Sharpener 
is solely intended for sharpening hardened steel blades. Do not 
sharpen any knife with small spikes or destroyed blades. The 
Rolling Sharpener is not made for repairing blades. 
 
Risk of injury from sharp blades 
Please use the Rolling Sharpener on a clean, solid and even 
surface, to prevent slipping. When using the sharpener, grab the 
grip roll firmly during the entire sharpening process. 
 
Danger from magnets 
The Magnetic-Angle-Support (MAS) contains strong neodym 
magnets and therefore should not be stored within reach of chil-
dren. Magnets can damage bank cards, mobile phones or other 
electronic devices. 
 
Care & Maintenance 
Protect your Rolling Sharpener and MAS from hard objects and 
moisture during storage. If necessary, you can clean the grinding 
and honing side with a brush and water.
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Please note, that the first use of the Rolling Sharpener 
usually takes between 1-5 minutes, until the optimal grin-
ding angle of 15° is applied on both sides of the blade. 
The time of sharpening depends on the initial condition 
of your knife. Due to the unvarying angle, the process of 
resharpening only takes a few motions back and forth, 
to get your blade razorsharp again. 

When using the Rolling Sharpener for the first times, 
excessive diamond particles peel away from the grinding 
side and can cause a noticeable scratching sound – your 
knife does not get damaged nor does the sharpener lose 
quality! After a few uses, the noise reduces and the grin-
ding side reaches the desired smooth surface.

BEFORE YOU START
The Magnetic Angle Support (MAS) keeps your knife constantly 
safe in the optimal grinding angle of 15°. The 15° sharpening 
angle is the perfect mix of stability and sharpness and is applied 
as default on most knives. 

Before usage make sure that blade and magnets are always 
clean to prevent scratches. Put a thin piece of cloth between the 
magnets and the blade if the blade is very sensitive. Always 
clean your blade thoroughly after sharpening.
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Diamond Grinding Side 
Industrial diamonds are harder than any regular 
knife steel and very long lasting. The #430 (JIS) 
grit is designed for the initial and finish grind.

Stainless Steel Honing Side 
Smooths out the blade after sharpening and
removes burrs. Only a few motions are required.

Plane magnetic  
side for large 

knives 

Graded magnetic 
side for  

small blades

Example of  
use with a  
small knife
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1. Dock it
Place the Magnetic Angle 
Support (MAS) with the 
rubber feet on the table. Now 
you can dock with big knives 
on the plane side and smaller 
knives on the graded side – 
always with the sharp side of 
the blade facing up.

2. Sharpen it
Hold the grip-roll of the Rolling 
Sharpener in one hand and 
the MAS with the docked knife 
in the other hand. To sharpen 
your knife, move the Rolling 
Sharpener with the diamond 
grinding side in smooth rolling 
motions and without pressure 
along the whole blade – back 
and forth. 

STEP BY STEP
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3. Hone it
To even out the blade and 
take off the burr, turn the 
Rolling Sharpener 180° and 
repeat step 2 with the stain-
less steel honing side. 

4. Turn it
Now repeat steps 1 to 3 with 
the second side of the blade 
in order to reach an even 
and sharp result. Turn the 
knife and dock it on the MAS 
with the handle facing away 
from you.

Video-Tutorial: 
www.horl-1993.de/tutorial



Video-Tutorial 
www.horl-1993.de/anwendung
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